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New Registration System
Eases Course Selection
by Kathryn King

The University Registrar's office was kept busy as students and faculty tried to figure
out the new registration process.
[photo by John J. Pastorelle]

Students' schedules are being put together for the first time through the use of a
computerized system of course selection.
Students met with their advisors during the
past week to register rather than waiting in
Oak Room lines.
Dr. Patricia Jenkins, an English department advisor, said that the advisor's responsibility is "to supervise what the student is
doing and make sure they understand the
process" and also to advise the student. As
to questions the student might have "I
answer as carefully as I can," said Dr.
Jenkins. .
The advisors try to help in difficult
scheduling and resolve every problem.
There are some minor points of confusion
that the advisor isn't sure of and must ask

Thefts Increase On Campus
by Christine Ryan
"There has been a marked increase in the
number of reported thefts in dormitories
this year," according to Officer Mary McCullough of Fairfield University's Security Department. "Whether that indicates an increase in actual thefts or not is speculative,"
she added.
The most common time of day is during
the afternoon or "soap opera time." "As
students become familiar with each other,
they assume that 'this does not happen
here' and they fail to close and lock their
doors," declared McCullough. The most
commonly stolen articles are clothes,
jewelry, and money, often left out in view. It
is also approaching the time when textbooks will be a popular item. "It is the items
that can be disposed of or used readily,
which most frequently disappear," stated
McCullough.
Preventive measures are the key. "We are
not trying to create an atmosphere of paranoia," stated Jon Conlogue, a head resident
in Student Services. "We just want to emphasize that when you leave your room for
an extended length of time, lock your door.
Most of Fairfield's students come from a
secure environment and are not used to being cautious."
Both Student Services and the Security

Department are working together to increase student awareness and to emphasize being careful. "It is most often not outsiders, because they are usually distinguishable," assured McCullough. "We
cannot emphasize enough times that if you
leave your room unattended, lock your
door." One student left cash sitting on her
dresser while she took a shower, and when
she returned, it was missing.
Last year, Student Services and Security
staged a Security Awareness Week. Members of both departments wandered
through hallways of dormitories and sought
out unoccupied rooms with open doors.
They wrote a list of the valuable objects in
plain sight that could have been stolen, left
the note, and closed the doors. It was
remarkable how many people had left their
doors open.
"Over the extended winter break, take
home everything of value that does not get
nailed down. We do a lock-up, but it is better
to be safe than sorry," McCullough stated.
If you do discover something is missing,
report it immediately. "We have recovered
many stolen articles, including a bicycle
that had been abandoned over the wall at
Regis Hall," declared McCullough. "You
should also report any suspicious persons
directly to Security or to your Resident
Assistant," she added.

"Traditionally, there has not been a
significant problem at Fairfield," Conlogue
stated, "but students have a tendency to
become too lax. It is better to be cautious
now before it is too late." This includes
locking unattended rooms, knowing any
credit card numbers or bank card account
numbers, and not leaving valuables sitting
out in the open. "If you have something that
you want to keep, do not leave it lying on the
desk or just throw it in your top right-hand
drawer," McCullough emphasized.
Together, Student Services and the
Security Department are trying to lower the
number of incidences by increasing awareness of the students, through pamphlets
and other media. The message they are conveying is to always be aware that this can
occur, and will occur if students do not take '
the time to prevent it. "No one wants to
decrease these thefts more than we do,"
McCullough declared, "but we cannot do it
alone. The time to stop thefts is before they
happen."

the registrar. "The students seem grateful
for the help," she said. Dr. Jenkins' only major complaint about the registration process
is that students wait too late to register.
According to the registrar, Mr. Robert
Russo, there is a $25 late registration fee for
those students who didn't register during
registration week. The student will also lose
his place in the lottery and his form will not
be entered until everyone else's forms have
been processed. The student must still see
his advisor to register.
Students will find out their schedules
"hopefully right after the Thanksgiving
break" in early December, said Mr. Russo.
The first thing the computer does in the
registration process is add up everyone's
primary course request and the maximum
number allowed in each class. "This shows
student demand for a course," said the
registrar.
After seeing the demand the departments
may decide to add another section of a
course where the demand is high and drop a
course where the demand is low. Once
these changes are made the scheduling by
computer will be done.
A print-out will be made of student conflicts. Students will be listed who have more
than 18 or less than 15 credits, those who
are deficient in courses and those whose
courses overlap each other. These students
will be asked to come to the Registrar's office. Here they can see what courses are
available before fixing their schedules and
fix the problem directly on the computer
terminal, according to Mr. Russo. The
schedules will not be given to the students
until all the problems are resolved.
"So far it's gone really smoothly," said
Mr. Russo on the Friday of registration
week. "We've processed 1100 forms out of
about 2000." There are good points to the
new system. It encourages students to see
their advisors and classes needn't be skip-,
ped to register. It is a "much fairer system,"
according to Mr. Russo and "has been
made convenient for everyone." The
Registrar also doesn't have to deal with
thousands of computer cards.

Henriot Examines Poverty

Hacker Wins RTM,
Republicans Sweep Area
by Elizabeth Kline
Chuck Hacker, a junior accounting major from Greenwich was elected to represent his
district at the Representative Town Meeting (RTM). Hacker believes, "I'm one of the
youngest ever" to hold this elected position.
Hacker competed against 27 people for 21 seats in District 1. He finished seventh. "I'm
very happy about the way I came in," Hacker commented.
Candidates running for the RTM must run on a non-partisan ticket and may not hold any
salaried office or position in Greenwich town government during the candidacy or term of
office.
The RTM consists of 231 members representing Greenwich's 12 local voting districts.
The members serve a two year term.
RTM serves several functions in Greenwich municipal government including the power to
approve all expenditures by the town exceeding $5,000, decide whether the town will accept federal or state money for town projects, and to act as the final planning authority with
respect to municipal improvements.
Hacker and several of his friends from the university canvassed his district using a doorto-door strategy. "I gave a letter to everyone in my district," said Hacker. In spite of the fact
that Hacker considered Greenwich "very conservative," he found his youth an asset to his
campaign. Hacker said, "A lot of people found it very reassuring."
Campaign volunteer and friend, Tom Moore, attributed Hacker's seventh place finish to
his campaign techniques. "He did so well because a lot of others on RTM didn't campaign
as diligently." Moore continued, "The other candidates made too many assumptions."
In other local elections, Bridgpeort residents re-elected incumbent Leonard Paoletta to
serve as mayor of the Park City. Approximately 41,000 turned out to vote for Paoletta and
the other two candidates Charles B. Tisdale (D) and John Mandanici (Taxpayer's Party).
Paoletta defeated his opponenets by 1,033 votes. According to a Paoletta supporter, the
mayor "wants to continue his development of the downtown area and decaying east side."
Fairfield voters elected Jackie Durrell (R) to serve as First Selectman. She captured 17 of
Fairfield's 24 voting districts.

Rev. Peter Henriot, S.J., addressed an Oak Room crowd last week on the subject of
v
poverty in the world.
[Photo by Cindy Herbst]

by Michael Smith
Rev. Peter Henriot, S.J. came to Fairfield
last week to discuss the present situation
regarding the poor and needy of the world.
Henriot is the director of Center of Concern in Washington, an organization which
concerns itself with informing people about
the problems of the poor, and offering solutions and suggestions for solving them. He
is most widely known for Linking Faith in
Justice, a book he co-authored with J.

Holland which addressed the social
analysis concept.
Father Henriot attempted to clear up
some of the misconceptions most people
have with the poor of the world. He noted
that the poor make up some two-thirds of
the world's population, and that they are not
totally responsible for their situation today.
He suggested, rather, that the development
policies of first world nations are to blame
continued on page 4
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SPEAK OUT

What Do You Think About the Registration System?
■%i

Karen Torstenson '85 Mathematics
"As far as convenience is concerned, the
new process looks promising. When we
receive our schedules we will know if further changes are necessary."

Jim Smith '85 Management
"The first stage of the process has been
less of a hassle and far more efficient than
in previous years. However, a full judgment
cannot be made until we see how discrepancies are handled."

Rich Niezrecki '85 Engineering
"/ think it's great. It eliminates the chaotic
atmosphere of past registrations and insures a more just assignment of classes."

(Compiled by Laura King)

Stephanie Ruffino '87 English and
Susan Courry '87 Undeclared
"The new registration system appears to be
more organized. There is more work for the
professors but the computerized system
saves time and grief for the students."

Vietnam Slides Shown
by Thomas P. Moore
"It's not all blood and gore, there was a
lot of variety," commented Professor Deter
Gish on the situation in Vietnam during his
tour with the U.S. Marines as a helicopter
co-pilot and combat photographer. He
delivered an hour long slide show-lecture on
the eve of Veteran's Day in the Nursing
Auditorium, last Thursday, the tenth of
November.
Mr. Gish, a professor of Fine Arts here at
the University did a tour in Vietnam in 1967,
going over after being a member of the New
York Reserves as a helicopter Squadron
Commander said, "They would not call on
the reserves. They could send me over as a
photographer." He posed the question,
"How could they send me over as an artist
and a killer?"
The slides he showed ran the whole spectrum from beautiful portraits of sunrises
and the native Vietnamese peoples to disturbing shots of wounded soldiers returning
from combat. Commenting on the Vietnamese Gish said, "They manage to look
graceful at anything they do. They are a
beautiful people."
When Mr. Gish went to visit the Vietnam
Memorial in Washington he made an interesting discovery. "I saw a poster that used a
painting of mine that I did of a photo I took
of some soldiers' helmets at Quesan." It
was a poster for the Vietnam Veteran memorial fund.
Telling of the combat action during his

tour he said, "The war was quite static. We
went on missions to engage the enemy.
Sometimes we got mauled." Mr. Gish's tour
ended before the Tet Offensive.
Showing slides of the areas he flew
through, he told the Auditorium crowd,
"Sometimes it did not seem that you were
in Vietnam.
My job as a photographer was to report
on anything I saw and to go anywhere to do
it.
"One of the most moving experiences I
had there was seeing how the doctors at the
field hospitals work. They moved the
hospitals four to five miles from the front. It
was very much like a M.A.S.H."
Viewing some photos of captured Viet
Cong soldiers, Gish observed, "These
soldiers have no supplies, all they need to
eat is a bowl of rice. The U.S. forces need a
whole Burger King or McDonald's to travel
on."
The last slide he showed was a shot of
the poster that used Gish's painting and it
read, "They deserve to be remembered." He
closed by saying "I'll end the lecture on this
note."
A short question and answer period followed in which Gish was asked his stance
on the U.S. involvement in Vietnam. He said,
"The South Vietnamese did not have the
same dedication as the North Vietnamese. I
don't think we could have won their hearts.
We did not have a strong popular base of
support in this country."

(corner Post Rd. & Mill Plain Rd.)
PRICE LOWERED!!—25c LG. DRAFTS EVERY M0N. & THURS. NIGHTS
9 PM-12 PM

WED N

The course is designed to acquaint the student with the test, to
make the student comfortable with the format and to attempt to
find weaknesses in responses to the questions.

To a successful Oak Room ... What more
can we say? ... To only 4 class days until
Turkey Day ... Without the Pilgrims we
wouldn't be able to countdown ... To Chuck
Hacker for winning a position on the Greenwich RTM ... This is just one of his many
talents ... To the Hot Wheels at McDonald's
...69<c for a new set of wheels isn't bad...To a
break from this pre-Thanksgiving test and
paper blitz.

al's place cafe
TUES

LSAT PREP--FOR DECEMBER LSAT

CHEERS

BOOS
To the Deli for closing at 1:30 Saturday
night ... thought you were open until 2 ...
Guess it was our mistake? ... To the Sadie
ticket lines ... the new selling system was
supposed to avoid a rush at the table ...
What happened? ... To the surprise brunch
at lunch last week ... Don't run out of "normal" food again ... To Dominos for leaving
their phone off the hook ... Looks like we'll
be using the Apizza Center coupon in this
issue.

NIGHT NOV. 22- 9 PM-11 PM SHOT & SMALL BEER (your choice) ONLY
$1.00. ALSO, AT 9:00 PM "ROCKY II"
)V. 2

SUNDAY NIGHTS-

GET "MINZED OUT" at "AL'S"-0N RUMPLE
MINZE THAT IS, ONLY 75«/shot 9 PM-12 AM
ALL VODKA DRINKS JUST 75* 9 PM-11 PM

HAVE A HAPPY THANKSGIVING!

Faculty: Law and English Professor
Dates: November 7,14,15, 28, 29
Place:
First Church Congregational
Beach & Old Post Roads
Fairfield, CT
Times: 6:30-9:30 P.M.
Price:
$250 including materials

DAILEY'S FLOWER SHOP
We have corsages
for the
Sadie Hawkins Dance

TO REGISTER-Send $250 to: LSAT PREP
160 Fairfield Woods Rd. #39, Fairfield CT 06430
PHONE: (203) 37*1175 (after 4:00 P.M.)

2151 Black Rock Tpke.

NAME

(next to Angus Steak House)

ADDRESS.
ZIP_

Call 336-1895

PHONE:.

Have

Come in and
check out our
Halloween T's!

c

Betcl6ur

a Happy

Thankgivings!

%ungs

259-4334
FAIRFIELD, CT

CUSTOM SCREENING
39 UNQUOWA RD.

Qigarettes are^Kilhrs!

WE HAVE SUPPLIED FFLD. U. STUDENTS
FOR THE LAST 7 YEARS WITH DORM SHIRTS,
B/B SHIRTS AND ATHLETIC EVENT SHIRTS

American
Cancer Society 5 \

L

Please step in and check our prices
■:'■': \w

v
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[EDITORIALS!
Breaking Bread
Today the Oxfam Fast for World Hunger is being participated in by a number of students
on campus, but the tragedy is that more students will opt not to participate than give up
their lunches to save others from literally starving to death.
This lack of interest on the part of students isn't apathy, nor does the the weight of this
venture lie totally on the shoulders of campus ministry, since it does a good job publicizing
the event and working to make it a success.
Students must know about the difficulties many people along the Appalachian Trail and
in other parts of the U.S. and in the Third World countries have in scraping and working
to supply themselves with just enough food to live. The accounts of this are numerous, and
the commercials and advertisements for organizations helping these people are present in
most newspapers and television shows.
The problem as many people in last week's article stated, is that many students separate
themselves from the inhumane conditions which people must suffer through. On campus
most people are all from at least a middle class background, and are very comfortable without much worry about where or when their next meal is coming from.
The Jesuit tradition is a humanitarian one, and if students want to enhance themselves
as people aside from mere classwork, they should get involved in the fast or other aspects
of Fairfield's program such as Amnesty International which also helps those in need of
emotional and physical help.
It may be too late for some to get involved in the fast, but there is time for you to consider
how much better off your life is than so many others around the world. We don't believe
there is any other way someone can consider the starving, the homeless and the oppressed
(check Political Currents on page 5) and not be moved to action in some fashion.
It would be ideal if every student at some point in their college careers became involved
in the fast, the letter writing, donations and other areas such as the Blood Drive or United
Way to try and ally themselves somehow with those that go without. It would be a travesty,
however, if after four years of a liberal arts education one never questioned why so many
fellow humans must starve to death.

Commitment To Humanity
Dear Editor:
The paramount objective of Jesuit Education is to foster ethical and religious values
and a sense of social responsibility. Inherent in this is a commitment to the value
and dignity of human life. This means, first
of all, a realization that there are certain inalienable rights possessed by human persons simply by the virtue of their humanity.
Second, this commitment means accepting

The Art Of Common Courtesy And "Real Lines"
To those who are 'Untruly Yours':
The article 'Get a Real Line Guys' (Mirror,
27 October) is a good example of the double
standard which exists between the men and
women of this campus. Is it possible that
the reason you've "heard them all" is
because you've used them all? Or are the
authors too pious to use these lines themselves?
Every line mentioned in 'Get a Real Line
Guys' should be included in the article entitled 'Get a Real Line Girls'. I've heard all of
these lines combined into one explanation.
(Well, maybe she left out one.) I've also been
subject to many different combinations of

these lines, which girls will use to "politely"
blow you off.
The holder of the copyright on these lines
is not an important issue. What should be
examined is the use of tact when dissolving
a relationship. Every relationship has
aspects which are more than touchy and
should be treated with great care. How tactful were you when you were deciding to end
your last relationship? Did you use one of
these lines?
There are times when the truth hurts, and
the use of one of these lines may ease the
pain. I'm not saying that it's right to lie, but
some people cannot tell the truth for fear

that it will be too painful. The truth is eventually learned, and the person who was lied
to feels that same pain over again.
Satirical comment on a topic is a good
way to ease some of the tensions surrounding it. Poking fun at only one side of a
topic is a sure way to build up more tension.
It is a misuse of the art of satire. If a writer
wishes to present a critical comment concerning a sensitive subject, then I wish that
writer would include his or her name.
Criticism is worthless unless one knows its
source. If the authors of 'Get a Real Line
Guys' wish to remain anonymous, then their
views should have remained unexpressed.
Tom Cullum '86

some degree of responsibility for the attainment of these rights for others.
Each of us is quick to rebel when he or
she is personally denied something to
which he has a human right. But it is a much
greater challenge to rebel when it is someone else who is denied a right.
It is exactly this challenge that Jesuit
Education sets before us. It is a challenge
to live as moral and ethical human beings;
to live as people committed to the fulfillment of human dignity. A rejection of this
challenge means acceptance and approval
of the injustices suffered by many humans.
It means that it is right for some to be
denied their human rights and therefore
denied the opportunity of a full life.
Human rights is a very serious issue. It involves the most precious thing we have in
this world: life. In reference to Mr. McCormick's letter of October 27, I suggest that
this subject be considered as such by him. I
fail to see how anyone truly committed to
human dignity can speak of his fellow
humans as 'dirty and smelly', even if it is intended as-sarcasm. If our intent is to promote dignity let us speak of our fellow
humans with sincerity and in a dignified
fashion.
Sincerely,
Yvonne R. Prowse '84

Vee-I Vandalism: No Laughing Matter
To the Editor:
As a fine arts student, I feel obliged to
take it upon myself to apologize for the
ignorant and irresponsible vandalizing of
Vee-I that occurred last week. Unfortunately, the majority of the students at Fairfield
are blind to the seriousness of such an act
and consider it a humorous prank.
Vee-I was not well accepted by the student body last year and at present remains
unliked by many. However, public opinion
has no bearing on its intrinsic value and
most certainly does not justify its vandalization or removal from public display.
The end result of this action is not, as

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the'
policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m. Friday evening for publication the following
Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal
attacks, inaccurate factual material,
and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments
or replies should be conducted on a face
to face basis, so that room can be reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.

most think, a good laugh. There is no doubt
that the University administrators will view
the act as an example of the students' inability to respect public art or any University
property.
The Fairfield Mirror is also irresponsible
in its journalism by trying to justify the action by anonymously quoting a student
whose ignorance was only surpassed by his
inability to appreciate modern art. The Mirror does not reflect the attitudes of this student or the art community. It is unfortunate
that the students at a fine liberal arts university, such as Fairfield, are so closed-minded

that they are unable to accept new ideas
and ways of expression.
Many styles of art were not accepted at
the time of their conception. If the contemporaries of Manet, Van Gogh, or Picasso
took the same privileges with their art that
the Fairfield students have assumed with
Vee-I, the world would be deprived of many
great masterpieces.
Again I must apologize to the administration, to Larry Mohr, and to the art community.
Sincerely,
Joseph A. Novella Jr. '85

Tongue Firmly In Cheek
To the Editor:
After the Mirror printed my letter about
my love for money (27 October), I received a
lot of criticism. People called me a fascist, a
capitalist pig, and just a real mean person.
Well, I'm tired of all those bleeding-heart
liberals.
Everyone is so concerned with the poor
people of the world. Why isn't anyone concerned with the problems of the average
middle-class teenager? If people were
realistic about the situation, they would see
that the average middle-class teenager has
infinitely more problems than a teenager in
one of the numerous refugee camps in Asia.
For example, how many teenage residents of refugee camps have to worry about
putting gas in their cars? Millions of
teenagers all over America go to sleep at
night unsure if there is enough gas to get
them to school in the morning. I myself
have experienced inexpressible pain on
several occasions because of a lack of gas.
My Porsche once ran dry because there was
no Shell station where I could use my credit
card. Those teenagers in refugee camps will
never have to worry about running out of
gas.
Buying jeans is another problem. The
poor kids don't have to deal with choosing
between Calvin Klein and Sergio Valente.
How do we know which jeans are better? A
middle-class kid either chooses one and
lives his life in doubt, or buys both brands.
There is no reason to destroy one's whole

life over a measly twenty-five dollars. Mom
and Dad will surely dish out a few more
bucks to preserve the sanity of their kid.
Which brings me to another point.
Here in Suburbia USA, we are suppressed
by our parents' control over us. We have to
do what they say or else they cut off the
cash flow. Being free and independent is a
lot better than being manipulated by the
power of the purse. Our need for large piles
of money leads us to many more problems.
One problem that our need for money
causes is working for the cash. Sometimes
Mom and Dad can't give us all the money we
want, so we go out and get a job. The problem isn't with working, but with the hours
one has to work. No one wants to work Friday or Saturday night while everyone else is
out partying. The thought of it is heartbreaking. Now look at those kids vacationing in
those refugee resorts. They don't worry
about their social life disintegrating. Every
night they can go out partying. Even during
the day, since most of them don't go to
school. Parties night and day—that's the
life for me.
I don't want to be biased, though. I can
only think of one problem they really have to
worry about. According to what I've been
told, some of those kids are starving. Starving isn't all that bad when you think about it.
When you're starving to death, you don't
worry about anything else.
Charles McCormick '86

The Editorial Page is your
forum for opinions regarding
events that will have bearing
on your life as a Fairfield Student. Submissions may be
made to Box AA in the Campus Center.
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Poverty In The World
Continued from Page 1
for their destitution.
He said that we must look at what is going on from the eyes of the poor, and focus
on how they perceive the situation. "What
would the world look like from the eyes of
the poor?" he asked.
Henriot's lecture was divided into four
sections. The idea of attitudes involved in
solidarity with the poor, namely that they
are lazy and sinners, was first discussed.
Also he stated that poverty is inevitable and
widespread. He offered that as Christians
we are challenged by these myths, and
should work, as Jesus himself did, to
eliminate them.
Henriot also brought up analysis as the
need to be true and aware of the poor.
History shows that these people have been

by Arnold Natali

oppressed for centuries, and first world
social development policies have failed.
The third idea advanced by Rev. Henriot
was action as the need to do something
about the situation rather than just talking
about it. He then stressed the need for
praxis, (putting social theory to work), praised the work that has been done so far, and
called for a continuation of this work.
The last point Henriot discussed was affection which showed that while the poor
may use different language to describe their
present situation, they are aware that it is
wrong. He then stressed again that our
policy should reflect their problems.
After Father Henriot's lecture one student said that it left those who attended
with a more enlightened perspective of the
situation facing the poor as well as
ourselves.

Financial Stability Seen
Financial support for the University
reached a record level enabling a closing of
the 1982-83 fiscal year with a modest
surplus for the 13th year.
The figures listed in the annual audit
report recently approved by the Board of
Trustees show operating income for the
fiscal year was $26,614,799 and operating
expenditures and transfers were
$26,589,797, leaving a surplus of $25,000.
Explaining the continuing surplus, Mr.
William J. Lucas, Vice President of Finance,
said, "The achievement reflects the University's emphasis on cost containment and
energy conservation as well as the accuracy
of projections in planning the fiscal year."
The year-end figures also reveal that the
University's scholarship endowment soared
from $163,000 in 1981 to $715,000 by June.
The total endowment for the University is
$5.1 million.
Gifts to the University from all sources
rose in the 1982-83 year by 73 percent from

Fairfield Mirror

$1,463,000 in 1981-82 to $2,541,000, assisted
primarily by $845,000 from the estate of the
late Helen Farrell of Westport. George E.
Diffley, Vice President for Development and
Public Relations announced that even
without including this unusually large gift,
unrestricted support rose by over 30 percent. [Courtesy of Public Relations Dept.]

Problems associated with the international monetary system were examined by
Willard C. Butchec, the Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer of the Chase Manhattan
Corporation, in an Olin Fellow lecture in the
Oak Room last Wednesday, November ninth.
Mr. Butchec believes the problem began
August 15, 1971 when Richard Nixon al-

direct relationship between trade and currency, is the way the dollar rose compared
to the Japanese yen and the German mark.
Since 1979, the dollar rose 33% compared
to the Japanese yen and 55% compared to
the German mark.
Another separate point that Mr. Butchec
addressed was that as much as two-thirds
of world trade uses the dollar. "One trillion
dollars in transactions is cleared in N.Y.

Butchec Examines Dollar
lowed the currency to "float." By floating
the money, the system does not do an adequate job of regulating the cash flow. Mr.
Butchec recalls when one dollar equalled 1
dollar in gold. This, he feels, was an effective system.
Mr. Butchec pointed out that if currency
paralleled trade, the dollar would be weak
and the Japanese yen would be strong. Further emphasizing the point that there is no

each day," claimed Mr. Butchec, but only
two trillion is traded each year. Where is
this surplus money going? Mr. Butchec
believes that most of it is investment
capital. Due to our high interest rates, exporters are buying U.S. dollars. These U.S.
Bonds represent claims on future U.S.
goods and services. Mr. Butchec feels that
if this is not corrected soon, it will erode
away U.S. economic strength.

Visit Us For The Holidays
Gift Books, Best Sellers, Calendars, Christmas
Cards, Note Paper, Wrappings, Novelties
Open Friday evenings and Sunday afternoons in December
27 U nquowa Road

OPEN BOOK SHOP

Barber Serville
1420 Post Rd.
259-3893
Look Your Best for Thanksgiving

JOHN E. PERHAM
GUILD OPTICIAN

"BRICK WALK"
1275 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN 06430
OPP. POST OFFICE

(203) 255 360S
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FRONT "END & ELECTRICAL
SPECIALISTS
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UPS
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

Take Advantage
of our Special
Student Discounts

24 HR. TOWING & ROAD SERVICE
| CAR CARRIER SERVICE]
COMPUTER SPIN BALANCING
DISC & DRUM BRAKE SERVICE
STATE INSPECTION STATION # T2017

r

372-7859

2405 BLACK ROCK TNPKE., FAIRFIELD

259-1412

Mr. Boston Schnai ii
Look for Mr. Boston s two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide.
Available at bookstores or through Warner Books:
75 Rockefeller Plaza, Special Sales. Dept. B, New York, New York 10019
Mr Boston Schnapps. 54.60. and 100 prool Produced by Mr Boston Distiller. Owensboro, KY, Albany, GA t 1982
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Dark Steps Toward Barbarism
by Nick Uva
Columnist George Will has written that
the ideals of the abortion rights movement
have "always pointed beyond abortion."
Sadly, current events are proving him right.
Not content with the legal death of a million
fetuses a year, abortion advocates are extending their questionable logic to cover
children already born.
CASE 1: Indiana, April, 1982
A child born with Down's Syndrome needed serious but feasible surgery to survive.
After Consulting their physician, the
parents decided to allow the child to die by
not feeding it. Hundreds of sterile couples,
wishing to adopt the newborn, sought a
court order requiring the operation. The Indiana Supreme Court not only refused to
order treatment, but forbid childless
couples from adopting the baby. The child,
of course, soon died.
CASE 2: Long Island, November, 1983.
The New York Supreme Court upheld the
"right" of parents to withhold treatment for
their severely retarded three-week-old
daughter. Without surgery she may last two
years. With the operation, she could live into her 20's, but would be bedridden. The
Federal Civil Rights Division, under new
guidelines set up by President Reagan, has
asked the hospital to release medical
records in order to determine whether or
not the child is being discriminated against
because she is handicapped. Hospital officials are incensed at what they see as the
Government's "arrogance."
Incredibly, the New York Court of Appeals denounced the suit against the baby's
parents as "offensive." But what is offensive is that where we once adhered to and
prized a sanctity of life ethic, we now
possess, by and large, a quality of life ethic.
Life was once thought sacred because it
was given by God, Who commanded us to
defend the defenseless. The unborn, the
retarded, and the handicapped are all accorded special concern where there is
biblical morality. The Judeo-Christian tradition values people because they are people,
not because of how worthwhile we think
their lives are.
The point of everything I have said so far
is this. Once we accept the "logic" of abortion, then everything becomes acceptable.
Mankind becomes what one writer calls
"The Disposable Man." Abortion, infanticide, and human experimentation were
once dirty words—uncivilized. And yet,
each is now a reality. This has no logical
end to it. Who will be the next victims of our
convenience and our cowardice? Is it possible that this is the generation that will put
its parents to sleep like pets once they
become old and are economic burdens?
Don't scoff—a death pill for the elderly has
been proposed—by doctors of all people!
But let's get this off the philosophical
level and see how this touches us personally. I have a cousin who is in remission from
Hodgkin's disease. If she had had the
misfortune to be conceived in 1983 instead
of 1955, a doctor might have counseled her
parents to abort, since the genetic outlook
wasn't very good. Fortunately, such an op-
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tion did not exist in the 50's. Today Joann
does very well even though she is confined
to a wheelchair. She is a schoolteacher who
works with learning-disabled children. She
is also probably the most inspiring and encouraging member of the family.
We have aborted twelve million children
since 1973, and since we have taken another
dark step towards barbarism, that of infanticide, let us examine our dulled consciences. For there is more than "personal
comfort" at stake. A cartoon I have seen illustrates this. Two babies are seated on a
cloud. One says to the other, "She had no
right aborting me. After all, it was my body,
you know." And that's what it boils down to
eventually. Because even handicapped,
aborted or starved babies might have
become writers, doctors, or nuclear
physicists. All they needed was a little help.
Who knows? Some might even have grown
up to be learning-disabilities teachers.
Mr. Uva is a Senior Biology major and President of the Christian Prayer Fellowship.

Grenada Invasion: Semper Fidelis
Editor's Note: In the continuing series of articles by students of Dr. John Orman, this
week's selection deals with the recent
rescue by the Marines of American citizens
in Grenada, and the world's reaction to it.

Focus On

———^—^

POLITICS 1
Political Currents
Gftit
Says Tomas Borge, interior minister of
Nicaragua: "I feel that Cuba was extraordinarily cautious and prudent in the Grenadian situation. (Castro) gave an order to the
Cuban troops, I mean the Cuban workers,
and the military advisors not to offer any
resistance unless they were fired on ..."
Even Mr. Borge knows they were troops and
not construction workers, (quote from the
Wall Street Journal, November 8, 1983)

ftfttr
The President and Mrs. Reagan held a
reception for those American students
rescued by the Marines in Grenada. At the
reception, Jeff Geller, a medical student
from Woodbridge, New York, said: "Prior to
this experience, I had held liberal political
views which were not always sympathetic
with the position of the American military
... Well, let me say that I have learned a lot
from this experience."

APIZZA CENTER RESTAURANT ComH-tutdJ1-^
MANICOTTI • SPAGHETTI • LASAGNA
116 POST ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CONN. 06430

PHONE 255-1596
Free Delivery to all Students
$
1.00 off with This Coupon
Mon-Thurs. 4:00-12:00

by Francis J. O'Brien
On Tuesday, October 25, people across
the nation awoke to the news of America's
invasion of Grenada. As news of the invasion slowly filtered out of the island, world

Fit, Sat., 4:00-1:00

Sun., 2:00-11:00

For all your
floral needs,
corsages, gifts.
HANSEN'S FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES
345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-0461
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Twenty-six professors of history and
political science were asked to pick who
they considered to be the greatest Senators
in history. The winners: Henry Clay (Kentucky) and Robert La Follette (Wisconsin).
Needless to say, neither of these men currently serve in the Senate. Of Senators who
ranked in the top 20, five were relatively recent; among them were Hubert H. Humphrey (Minnesota), Lyndon B. Johnson
(Texas), and J. William Fulbright (Arkansas).

A letter was recently addressed to Pope
John Paul II from twelve prisoners in Soviet
Prison Camp No. 36. An excerpt:
".. .prisoners of conscience cannot get a
Bible even after going on extensive hunger
strikes ... As to having a confessional with
a priest, that is out of the question ... those
(prisoners) found to be wearing crosses
have them torn off their bodies. Celebrating
the mass is forbidden, and even the saying
of prayers.
"Most of us find meaning in our lives by
revealing to the world the true nature of the
talkative Soviet dove of peace, bearing an
atomic warhead.
'Did those people in the West who took part
in Easter peace marches—actively supported by communist government propaganda—realize that during those same
April days prisoners in Soviet concentration
camps who evoked the Holy Spirit were
thrown by the very same communist government into isolation cells?
"We beg of you, Your Holiness, to tell them
of this fact." (from the Wall Street Journal,
November 7, 1983)

Q

opinion rose quickly against the actions ofthe United States. Even some of our
strongest "allies" were among those who
had nothing but criticism for our actions. It
is indeed sad to think that people around
the world see only what they want to see
and hear only what they want to hear when
it comes to American military operations.
Five fragile, weak democracies in the
eastern Caribbean, along with Jamaica, asked the United States to help them end a
threat to the stability of the region. It would
have been unAmerican and against JudeoChristian values to have ignored their
desperate plea for assistance. It is very difficult to understand how world civil and
religious leaders could criticize such an action.
Also, the world public .has conveniently
forgotten about
recent political
developments in Grenada. On October 19, a
pro-Cuban military junta seized control of
the government and executed the Prime
Minister and several cabinet officials.
Americans will never forget the agony a
similar situation produced in 1979. With
over one thousand Americans on the island,
the option of not removing them as quickly
as possjble was too great a risk. The situation required swift and decisive action.
The people critical of our military action
have also overlooked the presence of thirty
Soviet advisors and several hundred Cuban
soldiers, along with massive amounts of
Soviet-made war material, on the island. The
Soviets were overseeing the construction of
a runway that far exceeds the needs of
Grenadian aviation. (Grenada is a nation
which does not possess an air force.) The
sole purpose of the expanded runway was
the accommodation of large Soviet war
planes. The only major adversary the Soviet
Union has in the Caribbean is the United
States, so it is obvious that the Soviets had
planned to use the facilities on Grenada to
launch attacks against American interests
and the American mainland itself.
Only when our critics around the world
lose their childlike belief in Soviet and
Cuban good intentions and awake to the
hard realities of the twentieth century will
they see the true reasons behind the
American invasion of Grenada.

(Mr. O'Brien is a Sophomore from East Hartford, Connecticut.

TRIDENT
RECORDS

• LARGEST SELECTION POSTERS & T-SHIRTS
•LOW PRICES ON RECORDS & TAPES
•OVER '^OOO" USED RECORDS PRICED FROM *1 to s3
57 Unquowa Road, Fairfield
HOURS:
(Near Community Theater)
Mon.-Sat. 10-6

255-1838

Always The Lowest Prices on Records
& Tapes in the Area!
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New Registration—A Hit?
The new system is going to require more
work for the students in making selections.
The faculty is working more as a medium
than before through its advising and
counseling role, and in actually processing
the data. The registrar's office has the
toughest job though. They will be making
adjustments to the system as necessary.

by Stephen J. Humes
The new registration system initiated last
week represents a good start to improve the
archaic system of previous years. Students
in general feel that the system may be an
improvement. It is too early to tell. Student
consensus recognizes that in previous
years one was sure he or she had the class
because he or she held the computer card.
This computer card was the guarantee.
However, the new system has removed
such certainty.
The first recognizable problem in the new
system surrounds the selection of an alternate. If a student chooses five courses and
five alternates, and the computer goes to
one or more alternates, then the likelihood
of the hour times working out are slim. Students are therefore skeptical that they will
receive exactly what they want free of
hassles, and are expecting that many conflicts will emerge. Registrants are hesitating to vote for or against the new system
because they won't have any answers for a
few weeks.

Here, Mr. Kravet of the Business School assists Mike Stahl in this year's new registration
process.
[Photo by Janice Freddino]
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OF LOST IDENTITY

by Mik Toes
Do you have an identity? You probably
have a number like the rest of us. I never
realized how important that little plastic
card was until I permanently misplaced
mine. It took a long ride down the conveyor
belt in the cafeteria. I had lost my I.D. This
thought brings horror to the hearts of those
who have unfortunately lost their identity
on previous occasions. These people
understand the mental strain that one encounters.
What would you be without your I.D.?
Your number would simply cease to exist.
No longer could you call yourself 0158,
1893,0074,0132. or 1786. I am sorry if I have
offended anyone by mentioning them in
print. You are your I.D. and your I.D. is you.
Be your I.D. If by some inevitable
catastrophe you should lose this valuable
card you will be relegated to the ranks of
having a temporary identity. In this stage
you have no real I.D. just a piece of paper
with your sacred number on it saying that
you paid 50c. If you search the campus top

Yesterday's Experience
the kitchen chair, but as I looked to the
by Terry Schaefer
left I could see him lying in bed. I yelled
I want to record yesterday's exout his name, as he was extremely hard
perience so that I will never forget it,
of hearing. There was no response so I
maybe you will feel that way too.
thought to myself, "he must be tired this
It was Friday, and my day to work as a
morning." I walked closer, called his
visiting nurse and to take care of Mr.
name gently so as not to startle him
Jonby in his home. He was recently
since I could see that his eyes were
diagnosed as having diabetes, the first
open. Still no response so I reached out
time in the 83 years of his life that he had
and touched his arm. At the same instant
ever seen a doctor. I was supposed to be
at Mr. Jonby's house by 9 o'clock a.m. to I noticed that his mouth was stretched
change a dressing on his foot where open farther than normal, and his cool
skin brought my eyes quickly to his
surgeons had removed his toe. He
chest to look for respirations, none. "I
wasn't sick, in fact he was a remarkably
think he's d..e..a..d," the words slid slowstrong man. He was a plumber by trade
ly out of my mouth. My instructor noddand even at the age of 83 he was able to
ed "yes" and my immediate reaction was
fix any plumbing problems that his
grandchildren had. He didn't know too to turn around and do something;
anything. But nothing went right. I tore
much about his diabetes though. We
through his nursing chart to find a phone
often joked about what caused it and I
number to call, but for some reason I
used to try and persuade him to look at
his diabetes as a plumbing problem, couldn't recognize the papers and I
couldn't remember which sheet the
something he could work at to fix.
phone number was on. Despair settled in
On this particular morning my nursing
instructor decided to accompany me on and my brain yelled at me to calm down
my trip to Mr. Jonby's house. We talked and be systematic. I took out the papers
about my "plan of care" for Mr. Jonby, one by one, coaxing myself to go slow,
mostly I just wanted to see how he was and finally located the number. Ah ...
doing, as he had told his regular nurse now I could do something. But then my
that he had body aches the night before. brain echoed back, "why didn't you do
We walked up to the door, knocked, then something sooner?"
What would you have done in this
went on in since Mr. Jonby usually waits
for me in the kitchen. He wasn't sitting in situation?

In life we have to take what's served up to
us. This does not mean eating all of our vegetables before we may leave the table. It
means, simply, not being able to have many
of the luxuries afforded by people with
higher incomes.
Being a member of a middle-class family
has never caused any lack or want in my life.
The way I see it is that you can't miss what
you've never had. A family who has never
seen or heard of television will not want a
television set until they have seen one in a
neighbor's home. In the same way, although
I wouldn't mind it if a stranger came up to
me and handed me a million dollars. I don't
feel cheated for having been born "unwealthy."
One of the toughest things a person must
learn to face is adapting to his or her own
limitations. I may not be able to afford a
Rolls Royce, but I sure get around well
enough in my second-hand Mustang. I can't
afford Harvard, but who cares. Those who
can, all either have their noses stuck in
books all day or have them stuck so high up
in the air that they can't see where they are
really headed anyway.
When I say that we all have to take what is
served up to us, I don't mean pass up a
great opportunity when it jumps in your lap;
on the contrary, go for it. I know I would. But
I don't spend my life waiting for opportunities either. I prefer the slow and steady
road of working at and for what you want. It
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ALL KEGS DISCOUNTED
NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR COLD BEER

1476 Post Rd. 259-0673
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suitcases—24 12 oz cans
+ tax & deposit

Rikaloff Vodka
80° 1.75 liter
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Classic Club Vodka
80° 1 liter

4.99

J. Roget

7.99

OLD MILWAUKEE
Case
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Not responsible for typographical errors.
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40 COLD KEGS IN STOCK EVERY WEEKEND!
COLD KEGS AND BEER BALLS AVAILABLE

Discount Wine &SpiritMerdfuwts.
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gets a lot more accomplished and it is a lot
more satisfying.
So, if you are getting discouraged about
all the work you've been doing, and if you
think that it's not paying off, don't worry, it
will.

GINO

to bottom and fail to find your identity then
you must appear at student services and
humbly file for a photo session. However,
this is not without financial installment. So
you give the lady $5.00 and she tells you
when your appearance will be.
Meanwhile since you have no real I.D. you
become a lost number. This has terrible
consequences. Forget going to the Rec
Plex because you are temporary and simply
not worthy of checking-out equipment.
Forget going to the library because your
zebra ran off with your identity. Forget going to the Stag-Her with a fake temporary,
they'll never believe you. Forget getting into
the major social events in the Oak Room,
especially in the drinking section. But there
is hope. You can still enjoy the wonderful atmosphere and the exquisite cuisine of the
cafeteria, just like all the rest of the real
I.D.'s.
For those who have lost their I.D.'s or are
on temporary standing please don't despair.
Soon your appearance date will come and
you will get another identity and another
number.

FMRF1ELD

I'll Take The Low Road
by Donna J. Schaefer

Whether or not the new system is the
best remains to be seen. With general all
around cooperation, this important selection process may be made workable in such
a way that all parties are happy. In any
event, one fact remains clear. The new plan
far improves the monumental registration
process of before. Who wants to miss class
and stand in line to register? Is it fair that
students have friends with better lottery
numbers or upperclassmen pull the course
cards that they want? It might seem fun for
the lucky ones who get exactly what they
want, but to those who aren't as devious or
just didn't get the chance, well tough luck.
This is the reason why the new system is a
much needed change.

Champagne & Spumante
12% 750 ml

id.49

MOUNTAIN GOLD

Chablis, Burgundy, Rose
12% 4 liter

4.Z9
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Enrico Caruso's Revisited
by Thomas P. Moore
Sitting next to the Grand Union in a really
romantic, secluded section of Fairfield is a
good, traditional Italian restaurant. Enrico
Caruso's is the subject of my analysis. My
last exercise in restaurant evaluation was in
reference to a place we all know and love (to
get trashed there), Beefsteak Charlie's.
Don't hold that against me though.
First on the agenda is what immediately
struck me when I entered the Inn. A sign
greets the patrons which reads, "No pizza
can be ordered in the dining room" and
another telling placard for their customers'
wisdom, informing you of the minimum
amount that must be incurred to charge the
meal. From these two clues one can ascertain that this place is not the most elegant
place in Fairfield County to dine. The interior design is not exactly the most tasteful
decor in the civilized world to boot.
These things are all surface phenomena.
One of my biggest faults as a person is making judgments about people and things based solely on their outward appearance.
When one gets past these petty elements of
the evening, the fun really begins. We were
seated at a nice large table, a rare luxury in a
restaurant for me. It seems I am always being crowded at a table. This happens in
restaurants whether you're alone at a single
that is too small to fit all the plates and
other paraphernalia that usually accumulates on restaurant tables, or if you're
jammed into a table with 10 people that only
seats six.
Our waitress greeted us and seemed to
be genuinely concerned with our choices of
appetizer, entree and dessert except for the
fact that she looked bewildered when one of
the people with whom I was dining, who hap-

pened to be my father, asked her if they had
homemades (referring to the pasta). The
menu is slightly limited but the prices are
very reasonable, even on the low side of
things when one is considering the
monetary output for a meal.
The meals are all served in gargantuan
portions. The dish that I had, I must recommend. It was the Zuppa di Peche, a mound
of steaming linguine, intermingled with
"tous les fruits de mer" to borrow a phrase
from a non related language (all of the fruits
of the sea). It came smothered in a rather
provocative red sauce (white is available).
The dish came with clams, shrimp, squid,
scallops and a couple of other gems of the
sea that I can't recall at this time. The other
dishes ordered included a not generous, not
plentiful, but more appropriately called
gross portion of Veal Parmesan. Order it only if you fast for 72 hours prior to your dinner.
There are some things that I should warn
you about though. Do not waste your money
on the appetizers, such as the garlic bread,
it comes coated with molten cheese on top
of it. Another item on the menu to avoid is
the Antipasto. It is more like a salad with a
lot of ham and cheese and anchovies in it.
The final part of my analysis is about the
service at this Italian eatery. Our waitress
did a fair job. When we questioned the
house red, she graciously offered us a glass
to sample. We had to ask for a few things
twice but no one is perfect.
As a closing note, no review of this establishment would be complete without
mentioning the combination maitre-d', cook
and owner Enrico who graced us with his
singing talents from his base of operations
in the kitchen throughout the evening.

Membership For All
by Jo-Ann Home
Previous articles should have made you
realize that your association with Fairfield
doesn't end as you walk across the balcony
of Bellarmine. Thanks to the Alumni
Association, your years after graduation
can be even more fun, since you still have
the same friends, —without the midterms
and 'early 1st periods' to worry about. One
of the more 'social' aspects of the Alumni
Association is the Alumni Club Program.
You are automatically a club member
upon graduation. There are currently clubs
in Boston, Hartford, New York, Waterbury &
Washington, DC, with proposed clubs in
Philadelphia and New Haven.
The purpose of these clubs is two-fold:
"to establish and encourage any Alumni activity that will further the well-being of the
University, and to provide the opportunity
for Fairfield Alumni to associate with one
another."
The clubs serve the University in many
ways by helping to promote the reputation

No Meaning Left

of Fairfield as a growing and prospering institution.
But the real fun for Alumni are the social
events the clubs sponsor, those when graduates meet with their friends and catch up!
The clubs sponsor an annual President's
Reception and other activities unique to
their area, such as "booze cruises" on the
Hudson and Connecticut Rivers, a weekend
ski trip, St. Patrick's Day Parties and a night
at the Pops.
So, in case graduation is a cloud hanging
over your senior year—remember it means
becoming a member of an Alumni Club
which promises an active life after Fairfield.

by I.M. Lonely
It's Saturday morning, you look in the mirror and wonder why? WHY? It just doesn't
seem fair. I'm not a jerk (but you did trip
coming down the stairs in Canisius last
week). I'm not stupid (but then again, what
woman wants to hear about your physics
class). I'm not bad looking (then again your
face does look like someone beat a fly off it
with a shovel). Sigh. It's the morning Sadie
Hawkins.
All week you've tried to appeal to the
diverse members of the female population
at Fairfield. One day you went casual but
neat. Another day you tried dressing ruggedly and didn't shave. You tried the corporate approach with a suit, and the rest of the
week you mixed and matched. Females are
too unpredictable you know.
Couldn't be that you weren't friendly
enough, you said hello to everyone. They
never did say anything back, did they? You
helped every woman with homework problems, even ones that you knew nothing
about in the hopes you might get asked.
Alas poor Jack, they asked him not.
You think back, I wonder if I blew my nose
and forgot that last wipe as a precaution

Pre-Colombian Heads
Terra-cotta deity heads from
pre-Colomblan Mexico at the
time of the Aztec Empire. Hade
1300 to 1500 A.D.
Approximately 4cm to 6cm In
size. A relic of the rich
history of the New World.
No two heads alike.
$12.00

Scarabs
Traditional Egyptian Hieroglyphic seals in the form of the
beatle of the same name. Hade
of faience during the 18th to
30th dynasties (1570 B.C. to
332 B.C.) Approx. 1cm to 2cm
in size.
$75.00

& Shabtis
Ancient Egyptian burial figures
entombed with the deceased to
labor as proxies for them in
the after world. Wears the traditional headdress and holds the
crook t> flail of the Pharaohs.
Approx. 5cm tall. ('MO to 663
B c
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The Kissie Penny
This primitive African money
bears the shape of a long,
twisted rod with one end flattened and the other a sharpened
"T". They vary from 9" to 15",
the odd shape being to
protect their metal
content.
Kissies were used from the
early 1800's through the
1930's. Iron chunks had
long been traded, yielding
to iron hoes; the Kissie is often
considered a degenerate hoe.
Accounts ascribe their use to the
Kissi, Handingo, * other tribes
In the regions of Liberia, Sierra
Leone, & Guinea. Kissies were
used to buy slaves & even brides.
Hany tribes believe the Kissie to
have magic powers, & that if one
brakes a witchdoctor need restore
its soul.
$6.50 ea.

Experience the past first hand
with coins from ancient
Judea, the Roman Empire &
Byzantium.

by Donna J. Schaefer
I love my boyfriend. I love my parents. I
love my dog, and my new dress. I also love
rock-and-roll music. Is there some discrepancy here?
Words such as "love" have no meaning in
the English language anymore, either because they have been used so often that the
meanings have become vague and undefined, or because they have been frequently
misused—their meanings accepted in improper contexts. It is a shame to see such
powerful words as love being used in context with a shampoo or diet soda, yet this is
not uncommon.
Unfortunately, this problem is not as
minor as it sounds. Misinterpretations of
words cause all sorts of disagreements and
confusion. The most common example of
this error occurs when one person tells
another person: "I love you." There is confusion. "Do you really mean it?" "Mean
what?" And nothing is ever said.
This leads me to wonder whether when a
couple who supposedly "loved" each other
breaks up, was it all just a big misunderstanding? If so, then there are a lot of
cheated people walking around. I wonder,
also could it all have been avoided if each
only tried to understand what the other was
saying. We take so much for granted that
we don't take the time to really listen. Some
day, we'll wish we had.

and somebody saw it and told every living
female, "See him, that's the guy who had
the booger hanging out of his nose."
Then again, your roommates were probably fooling around and said (in the
presence of females), "Gilligan, yeah, what
a homosexual!" They must have believed
them.
Now you're wondering what to do. A solution appears. Go out, get trashed and forget
about it. Maybe go into New York on 42nd
Street. No, that's pretty rude and disgusting.
You'll just sit around, have a few brews
and watch Love Boat and Saturday Night
Live. You wonder if this is what girls do
when they aren't asked. Then again there
are more females than males here, but what
does that have to do with this. Well, it
sounded good.
At this point you really wouldn't mind if
some girl used, abused, chewed you up and
spit you out. Just anybody to ask. The
phone rings. ALLRIGHT! here it is, someone
finally came to her senses.
Oh, hello Paul.
So much for that dream. Well, what's on
CBS? James Bond. Great, I can watch him
get all the women that passed me by.

$36.00

Pontius Pilot Lepton
issued in name <>i
Emperor Tiberius
c.'IO AD. These
eoins. similar !t> (hose impressed
on the Shroud of Turin drew the
ire ol Judea with their pagan
symbolism.'
Average eondition
$55.IK)
Roman Imperial
Bronze Coin issued

portrait of the first Christian
Emperor, Oonslantine the Great,
or his son, as well us Roman
soldiers.
Fine to Wry Fine .
eondition
$19.5(1
Byzantine Follis
depicting Christ with
< rue iloini halo.
Reverse inscription:
|esus Christ, King ol Kings" or
cross. 10th to 11 ill century.
Average condition
$'25 111)
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Ancient Oil Lamps

during 4th eentury
A.D. Kaeh bears the

Oil lamps used during the time
of the Roman Empire in the regior
of Judea or Egypt. These lamps
date to the 3rd to 5th centuries
A.D. yet they remain intact over
the centuries. Originally used
with olive oil and a wick, many
have simple patterns or designs.
A fascinating holiday gift.
$45.00
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CieatKity Arid Hard Work Brir^ Pn
by Wendy Chamberlain and
Kristin Dodge
Located on the southwest
edge of Fairfield's campus is a
building in which we find students and professors hard at
work, at all hours, sometimes
seven days a week. The Drama
Center. It presents several major
productions each year along
with a number of studio productions, guest productions and
special events. This semester
they have put on the Greek Tragedy "Medea," and are presently
working on Chekhov's "The
Cherry Orchard" to be presented
to the public on December 2
through the 10th.
What is actually involved in
the production of a play? "It's a
lot of hard work and very time
consuming," according to
Thomas Zingarelli, part time professor in the Fine Arts department and full time playhouse
Administrator.
The production of a play is a
very intricate process which requires many steps and much
time before the actual production. Play Director, Robert
Emerich begins formulating his
ideas while administrator
Thomas Zingarelli keeps track of
finances almost a year before
auditions start. Auditions for a
play are usually held before the
production of the play in progress actually takes place.
After the initial selection of
the play, the director must take
his ideas on the production of
the play and present them to the
set designer. The two of them
must collaborate their artistic
ideas and then begin work on a
color scheme, etc. These ideas
are then worked out with a lighting director and a costume
designer. Keep in mind that all
of these individual pieces must
match in color as well as the
way they convey the message of
the play. This process takes
place before auditions begin and
continues throughout the production process.
Each piece of the play must
come together as a whole. Set,
lighting and costumes are usually put together about a week
or a week and a half before production. Flaws in design, if they

exist, are worked out in this
time. After weeks of approximately 40 hours (sometimes
more) per week of practice you
come up with a quality two hour
production.
Of the production of a play,
Zingarelli said, "It is really a
credit to the students. The students basically staff that place,"
and then added that, "they are
actually the staff."
Susan Baker, senior English
and Fine Arts major, enrolled in
a class this semester called

r; \*

"Stage Craft" in which the students become involved in the
various aspects of the production. They run the playhouse,
acting as publicity director,
sound and lighting directors,
and stage managers. The class
meets twice a week and works
on Saturdays preparing the
stage. Each student is assigned
a job in a play. In "The Cherry Orchard," Sue is acting house
manager. Sue has been involved
in other plays at Fairfield such as
"Cabaret" and last semester's
^production "Medea."
By getting involved with the
plays, "You learn to like a lot of
people." According to Sue, you
learn how to get along and cooperate with people. "This is obviously useful in any situation,"
said Sue. Sue entered the theatre with a goal in mind. She
wanted to "try to learn to open

up." She has since noted the extreme value in this experience.
Stage production can be valuable in many aspects of life including job interviews and every
day speaking with people.
While play production has
many valuable aspects, it also
has its drawbacks. "It takes a lot
of time. It's like having a second
class plus," Sue said. It is difficult to find time to study and
you must learn to budget your
time.
All of this hard work comes to
life on opening night. According
to most actors, this is when you
realize that all of your hard work
was worth every minute.
Also involved in theatre is a
deep dedication and devotion to
the "final product." Upon accepting the responsibility of putting on a play, the entire cast
begins working as a whole. "You
see a lot of team work down
there," said 1983 Fairfield
graduate Greg Cramer. "Even
the cast pitches in with the dirty
work."
Beth Orzano, senior English
major, has been involved in play
productions since her freshman
year. Freshman year she was involved in the musical "One Hundred and Ten in the Shade," as a
chorus person. Sophomore year
she took part in the campus hit
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"Godspell." Other productions
in which she took part were
"The Drunkard," a melodramatic
comedy, "Fools" and "Cabaret."
Beth would like to stay in touch
with the theatre after she graduates either professionally or
non-professionally.
"The theatre has been very
beneficial," said Beth, and, "The
playhouse has been an experience like I've never had before."
According to Beth you learn a lot
from playing the various roles,
about people, drama, acting, and
productions.

Like most people at the playhouse, Beth had had no training
in acting prior to her experience
at Fairfield. According to Mr.
Zingarelli, most of the students
that participate haven't had any
training. He stressed this fact,
and also that one doesn't have
to be a theatre major to take part
in a play — most aren't. He encourages all students to come
and help and to get involved.
They are always looking for new
faces at the playhouse and are
more than willing to help students get oriented.

The directors of a play give
direction and ideas to the actor
but they enable you to improvise
and create. This leaves room for
originality.
Anyone intending to audition
for a play is encouraged to read
the play first. One may read for a
certain part, or just read and be
placed in a part. According to
Beth, the auditions are made
very comfortable. "I recommend
it for any student—to experience the playhouse," Beth said,
"It is unlike anything you can
learn from a book." Beth commented that the playhouse, "has
been the best part of my education here at Fairfield."
Both Beth and Sue feel that
the playhouse provides opportunity for everyone. The directors encourage new people and
like to see new faces all of the
time. Even the most untrained
talent is welcome. The average
person on campus doesn't realize how much the playhouse has
to offer. "I would love to have
more people come down and
audition," said Mr. Zingarelli.
"It's the kind of experience you
never forget." Interested
students should keep their eyes
open for the auditions for the
next productions, "The Taming
of the Shrew." This play requires
a large cast, therefore many
parts will be available. "I'd love
to see everybody down there,"
Zingarelli said.
Photos taken by Mike Pirone
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Long Wharf Opens New Season
by Bob Clifford
Playing now at Long Wharf Theatre's
Stage II in New Haven is Not Quite Jerusalem, the American premiere of a play by
British playwright Paul Kember. It is a comedy about the cultural struggle between a
group of British students and residents of
an Israeli kibbutz, on which the students are
spending a summer.
The play portrays the British students as
lazy, ignorant, immature people, all of whom
are escaping from something in their
motherland, whether it be a sanitarium, or
just their boring, ritualistic lifestyles. They
seem to have expectations of a tropical
vacation as opposed to a realization of their
duties on this farm of sorts, in return for
room, board, and the experience of living in
a different culture. This view makes it hard

to take the characters seriously, and their
biggest struggles seem to be writing home
and coming up with something depicting
their home life for "Culture Night."
Kember attempts to also touch upon the
communication gaps in the play. He does
somewhat hit upon the problem between
Mike and the female character, Gila, on the
kibbutz, but no resolution is reached to
change Mike's determination to force Gila
to conform and speak his language, which
is the barrier to what could be an otherwise
good relationship. Kember fails to develop
the gap caused because of the class difference within the group of British students,
but only begins to touch upon it.
The performances by all the actors are
very good and make the play very bearable,
with special mention to Daniel Gerroll
(Mike), Greg Martyn (Pete), and Caitlin
Clarke (Gila) for especially fine delivery.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
^

Gila (Caitlan Clarke) and Mike (Daniel Gerroll) embrace near the swimming pool in a
scene from Paul Kember's NOT QUITE JERUSALEM, now through January 15th at Long
Wharf Theater.

The Hostage:

SERIOUS

Irish Coiyiedy

by Chris Donovan

Ami (Jon Korkes) explains the workings of the cowshed to British Carrie (Cara DuiiMacCormick), in Paul Kember's NOT QUITE JERUSALEM, now through January 15th at
Long Wharf Theater.

The Long Wharf Theatre just closed Brendan Behan's play, "The Hostage" after a
successful run from October sixth to
November thirteenth. This production
demonstrates a serious plot turned into a
comedy using aspects of Irish life as a
backdrop for the drama.
The play is centered around a young
British soldier, held captive in an Irish
Brothel-boarding house while awaiting his
death. Behan artistically weaves plenty of
comic lines into the play; however, they
become more serious as the play progresses, correlating to the nearness of the
soldier's death. Strong performances were
turned out by Pat, the caretaker of the
house, played by Joseph Maher (who is also
the Director of the play); Meg, his consort,
played by Paddy Croft; Leslie, the British
soldier, played by Paul McCrane; and

Teresa, the country girl Leslie falls in love
with, played by Pippa Pearthree.
Two unusual aspects of this play are the
involvement of the audience, and the use of
song throughout the play. Several times
during the show, the actors and actresses
look directly at the audience and address
questions to them, usually provoking an
answer or a laugh. Additionally, each actor
and actress has a fine singing voice which
is apparent when he or she sings either solo
or with the others. All of the songs tell an
amusing anecdote, or get a point across effectively, add to the comic motif of the play,
and give the drama the flavor of a musical.
"The Hostage" is a unique Irish play
which incorporates Behan's life, Irish
brogues, Irish lifestyle, and Irish history.
Overall, the play is enjoyable and successfully portrayed by the actors and actresses
at the Long Wharf Theatre.

McCartney: From War To Pipes Of Peace
by Christopher McNulty
"You've been around a long time/but you're
still good for a while/And if they try to
criticize ybu/make them smile, make them
smile" sings Paul McCarney in a track from
his latest album, Pipes of Peace. In this
album, McCartney returns both to his
ballads with the Beatles and his recent solo
career-but not his years with his band
Wings.
His backup band and collaborators remain largely the same on this LP as on Tug
of War, with the replacement of Stevie
Wonder by Michael Jackson: Andy McKay,
Stanley Clarke, Eric Stewart, Steve Gadd,
Ringo Starr, and Paul's wife Linda McCartney. George Martin also repeats as producer.
The title track and the song "Tug of
Peace" bear the most obvious resemblances to Tug of War. "Pipes of Peace" is a
warm, soothing song which expresses hope
in our future if we use love. "Tug of Peace"
is a driving, reggae-rock rehash of "Tug of
War", but it reverses the original message
by inserting some lyrics from "Pipes of
Peace". "Tug of Peace" is the poorest song
on the album; since its style resembles that
of Wings it seems out of place in contrast to
the tunes on the remainder of the LP.

The remainder of the album deals with
either the greatness love can accomplish or
the poor state of the world, and they are
largely successful; despite some mediocre
music or lyrics, the album succeeds.
McCartney's collaborations with Michael
Jackson are a prime example of this. "Say,
Say, Say" is good music even if its words
scarcely depart from the hokey tackiness
seen in songs written by much lesser
writers. Similarly, "The Man" uses
substandard music behind its superior
lyrics. But these duets succeed because of
the honesty behind them. Any blame for
these shortcomings cannot be leveled at
Jackson, who delivers outstanding vocals
here. Overall, the execution is nearly flawless
despite any failings in the song.
"The Other Me", "So Bad", and
"Sweetest Little Show" are typical Paul McCartney songs: sweet little love songs with
that all-things-to-all-people style prevalent
since McCartney II. Despite a few strong
lines and melodies in "Sweetest Little
Show" (which remains an ambiguous song
nonetheless), these songs remain weak.
A track which does not suffer from poor
lyrics is an instrumental, "Hey Hey". Unfortunately, this song is so nondescript as to
preclude any judgment; it is not tied to any
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one style but drifts somewhere between
Wings and "The Girl Is Mine".
But three remaining tracks are without
equal on this album: "Keep Under Cover",
"Average Person", and "Through Our Love",
all throughout Pipes of Peace, McCartney
used the orchestral touches seen on late
Beatles albums and Tug of War. On these
songs, McCartney adds the weapons of
choruses, crisp beats, and his exuberant
singing in both his Beatles style and his recent one. These songs are rich in meaning
and content, and appeal to the everyday
listener.
Perhaps I seem rather critical of some
tracks on this LP; it's not because they are

that poor. On most albums by just anyone
they would stand out from the real mediocrity of so many. It's just that this is Paul McCartney, the world's most successful musician, that we use such high standards to,
judge him. Possibly he would have done
better to have spent more time on songwriting.
To sum all this up, Pipes of Peace is an
exceptional album, which makes it only very
good for Paul McCartney. If you're a
dedicated fan of Paul and the Beatles, or if
you think relaxed rock is for you, pick it up.
Otherwise, listen to it before you empty
your depleted wallet. Critically, it is a satisfying album. It made me smile.
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THE
NAUTILUS CAFE
SPECIALS:
Mon. thru Thurs. Draft Beers 25<p 8-11 p.m.
Tues. 2 for 1 Bar Brands only, 9-11
Wed. Ladies Night. All ladies drinks $1.00 all night

LUNCHEONS &
DINNERS DAILY
11-3,5-11

Come in and make your own breakfast til
11 a.m. It's all on BARNEY — all you have
to do is clean up!
1144 Reef Road, Fairfield—255-3416
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Stampers Charge Oak Room
by Eileen M. O'Connell
The most professional, one of the
tightest, and one of the most fun bands I
have seen in a long time rocked the Oak
Room last Saturday night. The Stompers
gave us an hour's high energy performance.
Their sound, true rock with a dash of R&B
flavoring, kept everyone on the dance floor.
Their rapport with the audience added to
the fun. No weirdness, no gimmicks, no
crazy clothing, they were there to simply
provide a good time.
Equal praise goes to the opening band,
Sarno. Sarno started off by playing five
originals: really great originals. Even when
I've seen top bands in concert, I have always
been bored with unfamiliar songs. With

Sarno, I was anxious to hear the next one. It
was a shame that most of the sell-out crowd
arrived too late to hear them. As the population in the Oak Room grew, the music switched to dancable 60's tunes which got
everyone moving.
There was an hour break between bands.
This is usually considered too long but the
presence of Stompers' fans and the success of the opener, allowed the crowd to remain psyched. The beer ran out towards the
end of the evening, but again, no one cared.
Everyone was out dancing to the Stompers
encore, "Shout!"
Of the many promised party bands
around, The Stompers proved best. I look
forward to seeing them again many times.

Sal Baglio leads The Stompers in a rousing concert held last Saturday in the Oak Room.
[Photo by Marguerite Hinderer.

Depeche Mode Leaves Love and Sex Behind
by John Caufield
"Lots of surprises in store," sings Dave
Gahan at the outset of Depeche Mode's new
Construction Time Again Ip, "This isn't a
party, it's a whole lot more." Indeed, it
seems as if partytime is over for Depeche
Mode, a band that just two years ago was
pouring out some of the most infantile
techno-pop this side of the Human League.
The banal melodies of the past are gone, as
are the insipid lyrics. Now, an economic,
almost organic music drives home the messages of nine songs that shimmer with a
newfound social consciousness.
Construction Time Again marks Depeche
Mode's growth and is the most effective
mating of politics and pop since Gang of 4's

debut, Entertainment!. The majority of
Depeche Mode's previous songs were odes
to the teenage sex drive ("Just Can't Get
Enough," "Shout") but now the band has
come to realize that some things are of
greater importance. To wit: "There was a
time when all on my mind was love/now I
find that most of the time/Love's not
enough/in itself."
If the boys from Basildon have abandoned their hedonism, then it is clear that they
have discovered the dire situations of the
world, and in particular, the shortcomings
of Capitalism. Instead of worrying about
their own petty wants, Depeche Mode now
distinguish themselves as champions of the
worker. "Everything Counts," the first
single from the album, clearly demonstrat-

ed the band's feelings about Big Business:
"The grabbing hands grab all they can/all
for themselves, after all/it's a competitive
world/Everything counts in large amounts."
And later in the same song, "The graph on
the wall tells the story of it all/picture it
now, see just how the lies and deceit gained
a little more power." Sounds startlingly
close to Marxism, and the band deserves
every credit for their bravery. "Pipeline," a
dirge vaguely reminiscent of "The Volga
Boatmen," is another piece that urges
solidarity with the worker and the needy.
The worldwide problem of poverty and
the equally important curse of apathy are
also addressed in this thought-provoking
record, perhaps most magnificently in
"Shame": Do you ever get the feeling when

Cherry Orchard Comes To Playhouse
by Don Kilcoyne
Work never slows down at the Fairfield U.
Playhouse. Hard upon the close of "Medea"
came auditions for "The Cherry Orchard"
and before "Orchard" even opens, auditions
will have been held for the second semester
production, The Taming of The Shrew.
"Cherry Orchard" will run from December
2-10. Adapted by Robert Emerich and
directed by Eileen Wilson, the "Orchard"
will not be set in 1880's Russia, but in 1920's
rural New Orleans. This gives the production a familiar feel and will help the audience relate to the motivations and reactions of the players.
As it says in the Program, "The Cherry Orchard" has a "full and efficient cast," including many Playhouse veterans and
theater veterans in general. Madame Du

Cherry Orchard" is over, no one plans to
take a break.
Auditions for The Taming of the Shrew
are scheduled for November 28 and 29. They

will be held in F.O.B. 349 at 3:30. Audition
materials can be obtained in Canisius 204A.
Rehearsals for the Shrew begin January 16,
and it opens February 27.

IT'S HERE T
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the guilt begins to hurt/seeing all the
children wallowing in dirt/crying out with
hunger, crying out in pain/at least the dirt
will wash off when it starts to rain/Soap
won't wash away your shame." Depeche
Mode also take a look at exploitation and
exhaustion of the earth's natural resources.
"The Landscape is Changing" urges conservation for future generations: "I don't
care if you're going nowhere/just take good
care of the world," is something we all
should be singing, along with the chilling,
anti-nuclear "Two Minute Warning."
After listening to all of this, you might get
the idea that Depeche Mode has given up on
the world, but as the last song on the album
states, there is still reason to hope, and
hope is found in the youth of nations. "And
Then...." is a fine ending, emphasizing the
possibilities of redistributing wealth: "Let's
take the whole of the world/the mountains
and the sand/let all the boys and girls/shape
it in their hands/All that we need at the
start's/Universal revolution (that's all!)/and
if we trust in our hearts/we'll find the solutions/To pull it all down and start again from
the top to the bottom and then/I'll have faith
or, I prefer/to think that things couldn't turn
out worse."
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Playhouse
Chaillut will be portrayed by Linda Denholtz,
a teacher from Westport. She holds a
Master's degree in special education. Ms.
Denholtz has performed with the F.U.
Playhouse, the Westport Community
Theater, the Wilton and Ridgefield
Playshops; her acting resume is quite
lengthy. She has performed Chekhov
before, and has been generous in sharing
her experience with the cast.
Leo Gaillard will be played by Al Raymond, also from Westport. Mr. Raymond
has worked in theater, television, and radio,
and has studied with such famous names
as Stuart Vaughan, Robert Lewis, and Stella
Adler. He is currently involved filming a
Video, Inc. production in New York. To properly represent Mr. Raymond's resume
would take an additional article; he brings a
very great cache of experience and talent to
his role.
Some more familiar faces will also appear. Gary Ralph, a bio major, will play
Abram Bullard, the ex-slave who buys the
orchard. Toni Cates, recently seen as
Medea, returns to the stage to play Naomi, a
headstrong servant girl. Some other familiar
names are Matt McGinn, playing a perpetual
student, Brianne Murphy, as an optimistic
Anne, Mark Kerrigan, a clumsy clerk
Marybeth Curtis as an amorous serving girl
Bill Perrington as the ancient valet Fitch
Joe Stark as a cocky manservant, and final
ly, Beth Orzano and Mike Habetz, who provide a few "magical" moments.
The cast works four nights a week, plus
special daytime coaching sessions. The
hours are long, but of course, when "The
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WE DELIVER FUN!

BUD'S

Balloons, Gorillas,

DELI

714 Reef Road, Fairfield, CT
(203) 254-0748

COLD BEER & ICE*KEGS AVAILABLE*LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS
•COLD CUTS* PARTY PLATTERS *HOT & COLD SANDWICHES* SO DA
• COFFEE-ITALIAN SPECIALS!

M®H!CIY
iUSIHI
can 255-9896

•Great Gorilla-grams
•Love and Kisses
•Funni Bunnis
•Attractive Male Strippers

coTp'ietTpToTessToTarsTaff •Authentic Belly Dancers

FREE COFFEE
(with F.U.I.D.)

Dancers,
Decorations and More!

FAIRFIELD, CT

Student Specials Start at 14.95
Enter our "GO APE" contest and win a gorilla show!
Name

Phone

Address
City

State.

Zip_

Mail coupon to MONKEY BUSINESS 422 Penfield Rd., Fairfield, CT 06430
Entries must be postmarked by November 30, 1983 [FFU 11/31/83]
_S

Show your class
a Dutch of Class.
6 bottles of Grolsch-the "300-year-old brewing masterpiece from Holland."
6 bottles of what experts are calling the best tasting beer sold today. And 6 great ways
to show your class what class is all about.

-

LAGER BEER
A brewer's masterpiece from Holland."
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MOVIES
Thursday and Friday Nov. 17th and 18th
RICHARD PRYOR LIVE ON
SUNSET STRIP ...
Shows are at 7:30 and 9:30. Admission is
$1.50.
Aetna Summer Intern Program-Representatives will be on campus to interview on Jan.
30, 1984. Open to students who will have
completed their Sophomore year by May
1984; G.P.A. Minimum: 3.0; located in Hartford, CT. Interested students should come

to the Counseling Center for more information and application.
"THE DAY AFTER ..." A teach-in on Hershings and their deployment will be held in
Canisius 18th on November 20th. Afterwards a taped ABC documentary discussing the possibilities of a nuclear holocaust
will be shown. All students welcome to attend.
The day after "The Day After," Keith Bradley, M.D., will discuss "The Medical Consequences of Nuclear War" on Monday,
November 21, at 7:00 p.m. at Dana Hall,
Room 102, University Avenue, University of

Bridgeport. This talk is sponsored by Jobs
with Peace-Bridgeport/Nuclear Arms Freeze.
"Divergent Perspectives on Sleep and
Dreams" on December 6, 1983 at 6:00 pm.
Speakers will be Dr. Salafia and Dr. Cohen.
Friday, Nov. 18th, FUSA presents the
DATING GAME in the Oak Room at 9:00. All
students welcome to attend.
Saturday, Nov. 19th, AED and KoC present
the annual Sadie Hawkins Dance, featuring
"Lovelace" and "The Splash."

CLASSIFIED
ADS
Drop in the Office of the Counseling
Center for more info on the jobs.
"SPEND SPRING BREAK IN
SUNNY FLORIDA, BERMUDA
OR THE BAHAMASBe a CAMPUS REP-call Terryat (617) 449-6860 (9-5),
(617)444-7863(6-10)

Help WantedDelivery persons needed. Shifts every
Mon.-Sun. 6 pm-12 am. Good Pay. Car
required. Apply in person Sun.-Wed.
5-8 pm Timothy's Ice Cream 2974 Ffld
Ave. Bridgeport. 366-7496

Young lady to be companion to
delightful eleven year old girl in
desirable section of Fairfield.
Light housekeeping including
dinner. Car necessary. Please
call 255-3367 evening. Thanks!
Handy Soph, needed on continuous basis
(except school vacations) for yard work,
indoor, outdoor painting, etc. 'til graduation. Flex hrs. in Southport.
#405
Temporary Job—Dec. 16-Jan. 16 (or
flex.(-Mother's helper to assist with 1 mo.
old twins and 2 older boys. Flex, hrs.-live
in or out; salary negotiable; help with
laundry; kitchen clean up and Christmas
rush—in Fairfield.
#406
Part time or full time in BridgeportReceptionist-Office Clerk-Mon.-Fri. 8:30
am-4:30 pm or able to give some hrs. each
day. Dalary dependent upon exper. #407
Housecleaning Once a wk. or evey other
wk. 3-4 hrs. of work-$5-$6 hrs.-6 room
ranch in Weston-Transportation avail.
#408
Part-time, Temporary-Clerical-2-6 pm,
Mon.-Fri.-$5 in Westport
#410
Recreation Aid-Male-Needed as soon as
possible in Bridgeport. 2 Sats. per
month— 9 am-3:30 pm-Flex hrs min.
wage
#411
Cashier needed in Milford. 2-3 evenings
wk. plus week-ends. 18-20 hrs. wk. min.
wage.
#412
Transportation needed on Mon. &
Fri.-9:30 am & 2 pm between Westport &
Fairfield.
#413
Lt. Housework in Westport. Flex. hrs.-8-12
hrs. awk.-$5hr.
#414
Raking leaves in Fairfield

#415

Fairfield firm needs: Painters (2)-$5
hr.-ALSO Business students to conduct
sales calls-10-30 hrs./wk. Car helpful #417

A great way of life.

/

SOLUTION TO THE
15 MINUTE Egg...

(1) Put the egg into boiling water and start
both timers.
(2) When the small timer runs out after 7
minutes turn it over and start timing again.
(3) When the large timer runs out after 11
minutes, the small timer will be running for
4 minutes, turn the small timer over again.
(4) After a further four minutes the small
timer will run out. Eleven minutes plus 4
minutes equals 15, and your egg is ready!)
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"GO SEE THAT
MOVIE!
A terrific motion picture"
—Good Morning America, ABC-TV

"Rousing and
funny!"
— THE NEW YORK TIMES

"The best movie
of the year!"

RjjQIIT
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Interested in a Masters Degree in

ACCOUNTING?
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION?
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION?
Discover Rice University Jesse H. Jones
Graduate School of AdministrationA Representative will be on campus on

November 18,1983

— OAMNITT NEWSPAPERS

"Great fun!"

I W ■■■■■■

- NEW YORK MAGAZINE

for Further Information, Contact:

How the future began.
PG
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COUNSELING CENTER
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INSELEGTEO THEATRES

Please send an application and a brochure about
Rice University's JONES GRADUATE SCHOOL to:

MANHATTAN

RKO CENTURY

RKO
WARNER TWIN

A CINEMA b THEATRE

A WAITER RtADE IHtAIHt

BEEKMAN

BAY CINEMA

BroadwaY & 47th St
(2121975-8366

65th. St. at 2nd. Ave
1212)737-2622

2nd Ave at 32nd St
1212) 679-0160

EHHE3

EZEE3

EES3

NASSAU

ADDRESS

RKO CENTURY

SUNRISE MULTIPLEX

RKO HICKSVILLE
TWIN SOUTH

700 West Sunrise Highway. Valley Stream
(516)825-5700

Mid-Island Plaza Hicksville
(5161433-2400

REDSTONE

NAME (please print)

CITY

STATE

ZIP

M'K/twl
' CONNECTICUT \

WESTCHESTER
B S MOSS

COLLEGE

MOVIELAND FINE ARTS TRANS-LUX RIDGEWAY
Central Ave., Yonkers
(914)793-0002

DEGREE DATE

CINEMA NATIONAL

Westport
(2031227-9619

6th. St., Stamford
(2031323-5000

NEW JERSEY
RKO CENTURY

RICE UNIVERSITY
JONES GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATION
P.O. BOX 1892
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77251

AMBOYS
MULTIPLEX

UA
CINEMA 46

RKO RTE. 4
SEVENPLEX

US Highway 9. Rt. 35 Sayreville
(201)721-3400

Rt. 46. Totowa
(201)256-5424

Rt. 4 East, Paramus
(201)487-7909

(713)527-4893

EEE3

EnszEa

EEEJ

Rice University is an equal opportunity/affirmative action institution.

CONSULT YOUR LOCAL THEATRE FOR GROUP SALES

COLLEGE
BASKETBALL
FAIRFIELD
vs
UCONN
New Haven Coliseum
TOES., DECEMBER 6 at 8 P.M.

Fairfield Women vs UConn Women, 5:30
The Stags and the Huskies always provide plenty of excitement when they meet in
what has become one of the top attractions on the New England major college
basketball schedule. This is the 14th meeting between the two and although UConn
leads in the series, the Stags posted a victory a year ago. The game this season will
showcase a host of talented guards, with Fairfield's Tony George, A.J. Wybder and
Tim O' Toole matching up with UConn's Earl Kelley, Karl Hobbs and Vern Giscombe.
TICKETS: $7.00 and $5.00. Fairfield University Students may purchase $5.00 seats for
$3.00. Tickets are available at the Fairfield University Athletic Office from 9:00 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. on schooldays through Tuesday, November 22. Starting Monday, November
28, tickets will be available during regular student Box Office times of 10:00 a.m. to
1:00 p.m. or 4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
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Men's Basketball
Continued from page 16
taxes and A.J.'s reverse dunk. Wynder not
only possesses lightning quick speped and
unbelievable jumping ability, but is a pure
shooter who should be a nice addition to
the Stag offense. Wynder should take over
the other starting guard spot opposite
George. In addition to George and Wynder,
the Stags have an outstanding group of
guards coming off the bench. Tim O'Toole,
who never failed to give the team a life
whenever he entered the game last season,
should be counted on heavily. Joining him
will be Ed Golden, a freshman who has
shown himself to be a steady, intelligent

ballplayer who should fit right into the Stag
system.
Two players who should see duty in the
backcourt as well as the forward position
are John Leonard and David "Chip" Simenz.
Leonard, a junior who has seen limited playing time in the past, is a much improved
player and should contribute this season.
Simenz, a 6-5 freshman, is a player to watch.
He shoots well, jumps well, and can handle
the ball. He should see considerable action.
The back-ups to Johnson and Yerina at
the forward position also include 6-5 Jay
Byrne and 6-7 Eric Portmann. Byrne who
played well despite a thigh injury last
season, has also been sidelined this year
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due to a knee injury. Though it appears he is
ready to begin practicing again, it could be a
while before he appears in a game. Portmann, who was a high school teammate of
Simenz, is a superb athlete, and should be
especially counted on to help off the
boards.
Certainly, in trying to evaluate the upcoming season, there are many factors which
must be weighed. But having watched the
team over the past month, we feel there is
very good reason for optimism among Stag
fans. A chance at the NCAA's? That may be
pushing it a bit, but an exciting season is
guaranteed. As the team improves over the
year, they should become a major force in
the MAAC. Contenders? Definitely possible
if the freshmen are as good as everyone
says, and we feel they are. Our prediction:
16-11.

Intramural Soccer
Continued from page 16
In our new Intramural Soccer League
turnout and participation has been tremendous. Beat Jay Coffey trampled the
Ball Busters 3-0 in the opening game and
Pele's Abortion squeaked by the Grenadian National Team 1-0 despite the tremendous play of Chip "Goal-a-game"
Tuttle. I Want to Sleep With Ellen Dooley
thumped Jerry's Dogs 3-0 and the Gumby's were 2-0 victors over the Coathangers. On Tuesday the Superstars fell
to Something for Joey and Blomodrosis
lost 2-0 to Rear Entry. The Women's
league supplied the most thrills with the
Gonzaga O ■■.■::-. ^d the Party Queens tying 1-1

Jo DERARGI S WOMEN'S APPAREI shop
45 Unquowa Rd., Fairfield Conn.
Place to go for your Sadie Hawkins Outfit

the
courage to try
is all
you need
to . . .

Sizes 3-18

10% Discount with student LD.
N.Y. Type Clothing with lower East Side Prices
259-2655
NEAR COMMUNITY THEATER

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

259-4895

. . . in the lives,
faith, and
development
of peoples.

Ear Piercing
Available Daily

SALE
Just in time for Christmas
Giving

20% off
All Jewelry

FOR MORE INFORMATION

BROTHERS OF HOLY CROSS
Bro JohnZick CSC
R D #3. Box 113. Valatie. NY 12184

HOURS: Mon.-Sat. 5:30
1547 Post Rd., Fairfield

(518)784-3481

TOP SELECTIONS!
AT BOTTOM OF |

HVOSPT
"1
l

It

-

ilIt

FREE DELIVERY*
CALL 259-1764

II

ftiP *m*Jt
tlVS~

THE
BARREL
PRICES

Vs'w

EFFECTIVE NOV. 17-19

,'RJSH CREAM
S

AVE $3.38

I
I
I

•I

fll

\

•I

* DELIVERY POLICY
All Transactions must be done with students over 20years of
age. Be prepared to sign age statement forms and have proper
ID (Drivers Licence and FU ID). Deliveries will be made between
6-8 pm Thurs, Fri. & Sat. "CALL BEFORE 6 PM". SALE ITEMS
NOT APPLICABLE ON DELIVERIES.

I

10

I
I
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r SPORTS 1

Top scorer Mike Cagnassola shows his skills in the air during Saturday's season finale
against St. Peter's.
[Photo by Gerry McPartland)
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Soccer Team Ties
St. Peter's 4-4
by Joe DiPietro
The Fairfield soccer team ended its
season this past Saturday by tying St.
Peter's 4-4 in overtime. The Stags had lost
5-0 to Bridgeport earlier in the week, thus
giving them a final record of 4-13-2 (0-6-1
MAAC.)
The Stags were dominated in the
Bridgeport game thanks to All-American
Candidate Mark Vanston's three goals. But
it was a different story in the game against
St. Peter's. Fairfield took a 2-1 halftime lead
on the strength of goals by Peter Standring
and Matt Battin. Standring got his second
goal of the game in the second half when he
received a head-man pass from Selwyn
Sebourne and raced in on a breakaway. The
St. Peter's goalie darted out toward Standring, but the freshman adroitly slid the ball
into the lower right corner of the net to give
his team a two goal lead.
Fairfield then went on the defensive, but
St. Peter's applied much pressure and tied
the game at the end of regulation time. After
a short break and a round of encouragement
from some slightly eccentric onlookers who
were carrying trumpets and wearing orange
flying hats, the home team took the field

Basketball Preview '83-'84
By Bob Anastasio
and Spags Nessing
Before a house can be built, a firm foundation must first be set. The builder must
use the best materials possible if the
building is going to stand the test of time.
During the decade of the seventies, Stag
basketball, the house the Fred Barakat
built, was a force to be reckoned with. Three
N.I.T. appearance over this period, and a
team record 22 victories in 1978 showed
that, indeed the foundation was a firm one.
Players such as George Groom, Ray Kelly,
Steve Balkun, Mark Young, Flip Williams
and the immortal Joe Desantis were the
materials with which Barakat worked his
magic. At times the house looked like the
Taj Mahal. But alas, all good things must
come to an end. After an 11-16 record in
1980, and a 13-13 season in 1981, Barakat
made the decision to step down. He handed
over the job of reconstructing the house to
a young Harvard assistant named Terry
O'Connor. O'Connor's first season resulted
in an ominous 11-18 record and it appeared
as though the end was near. Barakat had
left him little to work with and due to O'Connor's apparent lack of head coaching experience many felt a total collapse would
occur soon.
A year ago, Stag basketball made its first
step away from the Fred Barakat era.
Though it was O'Connor's second season at
the helm, it was in fact his first chance to
start forming the team through recruiting.
By going far and wide, he found two players
who fit right into the starting lineup, and
two more who were the first ones off the
bench. No one knew what to expect from

would either sink or swim. Though the final
13-15 record may not have shown it, last
season may be termed as a success. If it did
nothing else, it at least established Terry
O'Connor as an up and coming young coach
who has put life and enthusiasm into what
was a dying program. A new foundation has
been set, and the house is ready to be
rebuilt.
Last season was a virtual roller-coaster
ride for the Stags. Not only did the team set
a school record for most victories at the
start of a season by winning its first four,
they also set a school record for consecutive losses by losing seven straight late in
the season. After a strong 12-6 start, people
bean to talk N.I.T., but the Stags lost 9 of
their last 10 including 3 in overtime to finish
13-15. O'Connor attributes this sudden turnaround to fatigue and lack of depth. "We
were playing basically with just seven
players, four of whom were freshmen. Actually we were going with six much of the
time because of injuries," O'Connor said.
This season should be a different story
though. The team still may not be able to
reach the 20 victory plateau, but at least the
fatigue factor should not come into play.
The coaching staff has brought in six new
players to join last year's returnees. "It was
a good recruiting year," says O'Connor.
"We got another big man and some
quickness. We have more quality players.
We will be able to go with 10 or 11 players
and that will help us to play the kind of
schedule we play. We are very optimistic
and very enthusiastic about the coming
season."
Taking a look at the players, we see that
O'Connor has three starters returning from

last year's squad. Tony George, the team's
number two scorer last year as a freshman,
Jerry Johnson, this year's senior captain,
and Pat Yerina, a sophomore forward. Lost
from the starting lineup are center Pete
DeBisschop and point guard Bobby Hurt.
Hurt is passing up his final year of eligibility
to concentrate on his schoolwork. But it is
DeBisschop who will be sorely missed. Pete
was an honorable mention All-American last
year while averaging 19.4 ppg and 8.5 rpg.
He led the team in scoring 16 times and in
rebounding a whopping 20 times. If a suitable replacement can be found, the Stags
could be going places, if not, they may have
quite a bit of trouble against the bigger
more physical teams. In searching for this
new center we must first look to the incoming freshmen. The two candidates who
should be sharing the center spot are 6-8
Jeff Gromos and 6-11 Kevin McLeod.
Gromos, though more a forward than a
center, has shown some talent during preseason drills, and he is a deadly shooter
from inside 15 ft. McCleod who has been
called "The Harvard Admissions Office"
because of the numerous rejections he
deals out, could be the Stags center of the
future. He has shown considerable improvement since September, but due to his
limited experience, (he sat out a year after
graduating from high school), he still has
some catching up to do. Look for him to
come on strong in the near future.
The other newcomers should all have an
instant impact. Most notably A.J. Wynder, a
guard transfer from UMass. It has been said
that three things are certain in life; death,
Continued on page 15

and began an immediate assault on the St.
Peter's net. About four minutes into overtime, Fairfield pushed the ball into the opponents penalty area. The ball caromed off
Peter Standring and Matt Battin headed the
ball into the lower left corner for his second
goal of the game and a 4-3 Fairfield lead.
But once again, the Stags could not hold
the lead as St. Peter's tallied a goal off a
scramble two minutes later, thus tying the
game 4-4.
The game, perhaps the most exciting one
of the season, ended another disappointing
year for Fairfield soccer. The team's 4-13-2
record suggests some poor play, but also
emphasizes Fairfield's frustrations as a
Division I school which can only give away
one scholarship.
The team definitely did play hard this
season, and several players had excellent
campaigns. Junior Mike Cagnassola was
the team's leading scorer with four goals,
two assists, and ten points. Cag's aggressive play in the air and strong foot
made him one of the team's most valuable
players. Peter Standring also had four goals
and nine points, and Matt Battin and Selwyn
Sebourne had six and five points respectively-

Intramurals
This week's highlight in intramural
play occurred on the hardwood of the
racquetball courts and marks the first
time an individual has been awarded
Athlete of the Week for his or her efforts
in racquetball. George Douaire is our
Athlete of the Week for his outstanding
play in the intramural racquetball "B"
ladder. Douaire began the season at
number 17 and culminated his long run
to the top by pounding his way past previously unbeaten Don Ciampi on November 7th. Going into the match with Ciampi George had won four straight matches
and had yet to lose a game. Against
Ciampi, Douaire took the first game
15-13, but was not playing up to par.
Ciampi "trounced him in the second game
15-6 as George's game fell apart. George
regrouped and, playing the game of his
life, proceeded to beat Ciampi 15-8. Nice
going, George.
In basketball some fine individual performances were turned in by John
Byrnes (34pts), Janet Kendall (16pts),
and Sam Gelso (24pts). The finest effort
was by Rich Barry of the Balls who
stormed the nets for 39pts. After three
weeks of play Terry's Kids and Speed remain undefeated in "A" league play. In
"B" league The Wolfpack, led by Bubba1
Rosati, The Basketball Team, and the 12
Incredible Men, led by the very credible
Joe Hliboki, are all undefeated. In "C"
league the Dawgs, White Punks and the
C-Men have unblemished records. The
only "D" league teams to remain
unscathed are the Gumbies and the Muff
Divers. Skipper's Crew and The Swishes
are both 2-0 in the Women's Division.
Cont.

on page 15

Stags End Season,
Beat Maritime 20-14
by Joe DiPietro
In the game of the season, the Fairfield
football team defeated Maritime 20-14 to improve its record to 3-5. It was the second
win in a row for the Stags.
Fairfield received the opening kickoff and
moved it out to the 31 yard line. From there,
the squad moved in for a touchdown thanks
to a 50 yard touchdown run by junior Tucker
Campbell. It came off a perfectly executed
option play with quarterback Dave Grewcock pitching the ball to Campbell just as
he was being hit. Campbell then raced down
the sidelines and following the succesful
extra point, Fairfield lead 7-0.
On the next drive, the Stags moved sixty
yards. But Campbell fumbled on the
Maritime one yard line negating a drive
which was highlighted by Paul Barry's 54.
yard pass reception. Fairfield continued its
fine offensive line play and attained a 14-0
lead midway in the second quarter, once
again it was Campbell, this time scoring on
a nifty 15 yard run. The score capped a 65
yard drive highlighted by the fine passing of
Grewcock.

Maritime closed the gap to 14-7 in the
third quarter but Fairfeild came right back
with another score when Grewcock rolled
out and hit sophomore Chris Fahrun with a
16 yard touchdown pass, giving the Stags a
20-7 lead. Maritime came back with one
more touchdown in the fourth quarter but
Fairfield secured the win when Tom DeLuca
picked off a Maritime pass with 1:50 left in
the game.
The offense had one of its better days of
the year. Campbell rushed for 140 yards and
Brian Briones added 60 more. Dave Grewcock completed seven of twelve passes,
one for a touchdown. The defense, especially Ed Craven and Geoff Myers, had a solid
game also.
In retrospect, the team probably had
higher expectations for this season. The 3-5
record, perhaps not indicative of the improvement the team has shown over the
course of the year should have been better.
But next year, almost the entire offense will
be back. They will surely miss seniors
Craven, Myers, Tim Ulles, Mike Miles, Ted
Duggan, and Paul DeMarco, but they have a
lot to look forward to.

Tucker Campbell rushes for just some of his 140 yards against Maritime Saturday.
[Photo by Chris Flint]

